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Natural Resources Law and Policy

2016

hardbound new hardbound print book

International Resources Law and Projects

1999-04

much more than a traditional casebook this exciting new text speaks
the language that is most easily comprehended by the current
generation of law students resources rich visual aids and articles
from recent periodicals are interspersed throughout the text all with
the aim of better enabling students to grasp key concepts and
practical applications of this continually evolving and changing field
of law this comprehensive text covers all the traditional topics that
are included in natural resources classes in addition it focuses on
every level of natural resource ownership federal tribal private and
state the book also includes an extensive discussion of the economic
aspects of natural resources law and policies

Natural Resources Law

2006

research handbook on international law and natural resources provides
a systematic and comprehensive analysis of the role of international
law in regulating the exploration and exploitation of natural
resources it illuminates interactions and tensions between
international environmental law human rights law and international
economic law it also discusses the relevance of soft law international
dispute settlement as well as of various unilateral bilateral regional
and transnational initiatives in the governance of natural resources
while the handbook is accessible to those approaching the subject for
the first time it identifies pressing areas for further investigation
that will be of interest to advanced researchers

Research Handbook on International Law and
Natural Resources

2016-11-25

this concise hornbook is a comprehensive yet concise user friendly
treatise on important natural resources law issues it surveys cases
statutes regulations legal developments and policies that have shaped
and will continue to influence natural resources law throughout the
20th century and the early 21st century topics include resource
economics jurisdictional constraints the national environment policy
act nepa wildlife public lands preservation recreation rangeland
timber mining and energy the 2nd edition provides expanded treatment
of climate related issues and a new chapter on renewable energy law



and it updates the changes in natural resources policy instigated by
the trump administration since 2017

Natural Resources Law

2005

in the world s developing countries foreign investment in natural
resources brings into contact competing interests that are often
characterised by unequal balances of negotiating power from
multinational corporations and host governments through to the local
people affected by the influx of foreign investment the growing
integration of the world economy has been accompanied by rapid and
extensive developments in the national and international norms that
regulate investment and its impact including investment law natural
resource law and human rights law these legal developments affect the
shadow that the law casts over the multiple negotiations that
characterise international investment projects in the developing world
drawing on international law the national law of selected
jurisdictions and the contracts concluded in a large investment
project human rights natural resource and investment law in a
globalised world explores the ways in which the law protects the
varied property rights that are at play in foreign investment projects
in developing countries with a focus on africa through an integrated
analysis of seemingly disparate fields of law this book sheds new
light on how the law mediates the competing interests that come into
contact as a result of economic globalisation whilst also providing
new insights on the changing nature of state sovereignty and on the
relationship between law and power in a globalised world this book
will be of interest to scholars students and informed practitioners
working in the fields of international investment and human rights law
comparative law socio legal studies and development studies

The Law on Natural Resources

2006

a comprehensive reference for the growing field of environmental law
this important legal primer defines and interprets the statues and
federal policies that protect archeological resources in land and
water environments

Principles of Natural Resources Law

2020-07-22

this work contains current information on pertinent legislative
administrative and regulatory actions in 1988 covering such areas as
oil natural gas electric power alternate energy sources water marine
and forest resources air water and environmental quality and solid and
hazardous wastes



Human Rights, Natural Resource and Investment
Law in a Globalised World

2012-03-12

hardbound new hardbound print book

Heritage Resources Law

1999-01-20

effectively managing increasingly scarce transboundary water resources
in many parts of the world may become one of the most critical
challenges facing the international community in the 21st century
global warming is expected to exacerbate the existing problems of
water scarcity in africa the middle east and central asia and
threatens to affect even relatively water secure regions and countries
global freshwater resources are shrinking at an increasing pace forty
percent of the world s population depends on transboundary water
resources a situation that raises serious concerns at the
international level unresolved issues of water resource use and
allocation may create the potential for serious interstate conflicts
and undermine regional stability it is imperative that existing and
potential disputes over access to shared water resources are resolved
through peaceful means within the framework of legal principles and
norms provided by international law while not yet in force the 1997 un
convention on the law of the non navigational uses of international
watercourses codifies a number of rules of customary law that apply to
international watercourses however even in the absence of a
universally ratified instrument there is a body of international rules
widely acknowledged as an authoritative statement of international law
governing international watercourses the international law association
ila rules on the law of international water resources the present book
which contains the complete collection of the ila rules on
international water resources together with comments explanatory notes
and other supporting materials will be of significant academic and
practical value to the range of experts working in this field there is
no doubt that legal scholars and researchers will find this book very
helpful in discovering the conceptual underpinings and the evolution
of international water law for the practitioners this collection will
serve as a useful reference tool containing a wealth of black letter
normative material

The Public Trust Doctrine in Environmental and
Natural Resources Law

2021

this new sleek and slender textbook provides a platform for teaching
trusts estates as an accessible engaging area of the law as its title
implies essentials covers only the core legal doctrines and does so in
a concise straightforward format that focuses on application rather



than theory the organizational structure of each chapter facilitates
student learning by providing a clear explanation of the doctrine in
plain english an excerpt of relevant statutory authority where
applicable an illustration of the doctrine through a carefully
selected judicial opinion and an application of the doctrine in a
problem set each judicial opinion is followed by a series of questions
as well as narrative answers to each question the problem sets which
are heavily emphasized simulate the practice of law in a realistic
trusts estates setting essentials is adaptable for two three and four
credit versions of the trusts estates survey course

Natural Resources Law

1985

to view or download the free 2016 17 supplement click here this
casebook explores issues relating to property rights environmental
protection and natural resources in indian country the book explores
tribal cultural and religious relationships with the land fundamental
principles of federal indian law land ownership and property rights of
tribes land use and environmental protection natural resources
development taxation of lands and resources water rights usufructuary
hunting fishing gathering rights and international approaches to
indigenous rights in land and natural resources it is designed to be
used in a stand alone course or as a supplemental reader for courses
in environmental law natural resources law or native american studies
the third edition updates the casebook to include recent supreme court
cases as well as other judicial and legislative developments since
2008 the new edition also expands the materials on cultural and
religious resources the federal trust doctrine the cobell settlement
water rights settlements natural resources damages and international
law

International Law and Governance of Natural
Resources in Conflict and Post-conflict
Situations

2015

this book which was first published in 1992 and then updated in 2007
provides a tool for dealing with the legal and institutional aspects
of water resources management within national contexts and at the
level of transboundary water resources like its two previous editions
it seeks to cover all aspects that need to be known in order to attain
good water governance but it provides updates concerning developments
since 2007 these relate inter alia to the following the greening of
water law which calls for the progressive integration of environmental
law principles into domestic and international water law the adoption
by the international law commission in 2008 of the draft articles on
the law of transboundary aquifers and subsequent developments the
emergence of the right to water as a self standing human right the
adoption of domestic water laws supporting integrated water resources



management iwrm and enhanced public participation in planning and
decision making the integration into these laws of tools facilitating
adaptive water management as a response to climate variability and
change progress in the implementation of eu law recent international
agreements and judicial decisions efforts of regional organizations
other than the eu to steer cooperation in the management of
transboundary water resources and the harmonization of national laws
institutional mechanisms for the management of transboundary water
resources surface and underground unique in its scope and nature the
book identifies the legal and institutional issues arising in
connection with water resources management and provides guidelines for
possible solutions in a manner accessible to a wide range of readers
thus it is a useful reference for lawyers and non lawyers engineers
hydrologists hydrogeologists economists sociologists dealing with
water resources within government institutions river basin commissions
international organizations financing institutions and academic
institutions among other things and also for students of disciplines
related to water resources

International Groundwater Resources Law

1986

examining the law regulation and governance of natural resources this
timely work addresses the conflicts and contradictions arising at the
intersection between international economic law sustainable
development and other areas of international law most notably human
rights law and environmental law bringing together a collection of
legal and policy expertise from a range of academic and practitioner
perspectives this book will appeal to scholars of law political
science international relations political economy and development
studies

Innovation in Western Water Law and Management

1991

fifty years after the adoption of the declaration on permanent
sovereignty over natural resources by the general assembly of the
united nations in december 1962 this volume assesses the evolution of
the principle of permanent sovereignty over natural resources into a
principle of customary international law as well as related
developments international environmental and human rights law leave
unresolved questions regarding the limitations of this principle e g
extraterritorial and international influences such as the applicable
criminal and tort law as well as the extraterritorial and
international promotion of good governance including transparency
obligations

Law on Natural Resources and Rules of Procedure



for Environmental Cases

2021

this publication designed for lawyers provides a focused in depth
guidance to all aspects of water rights in the united states it
includes expert analysis of the major water law doctrines and their
underlying principles discussion of emerging policy issues and
coverage of water allocation law

Natural Resources Law

2015

to achieve the sustainable use and development of water resources is a
daunting challenge for both global and local communities it requires
commitments from all the groups within international national and
local communities from their on particular possibly conflicting
perspectives without a set of coherent legal arrangements designed to
ensure effective governance of water resources their sustainable use
and development is unlikely to be achieved douglas fisher considers
how legal arrangements for managing water resources have evolved
across the continents over hundreds of years he explores their
relevance for contemporary society how the norms of current
international and national legal regimes are responding and most
importantly how legal rights and duties should be structured so as to
achieve sustainability in the future back cover

International Law of Water Resources

2021-12-28

the right of indigenous peoples under international human rights law
to give or withhold their free prior and informed consent fpic to
natural resource extraction in their territories is increasingly
recognized by intergovernmental organizations international bodies and
industry actors as well as in the domestic law of some states this
book offers a comprehensive overview of the historical basis and
status of the requirement for indigenous peoples consent under
international law examining its relationship with debates and practice
pertaining to the acquisition of title to territory throughout the
colonial era cathal doyle examines the evolution of the contemporary
concept of fpic and the main challenges and debates associated with
its recognition and implementation drawing on existing jurisprudence
and evolving international standards policies and practices doyle
argues that fpic constitutes an emerging norm of international law
which is derived from indigenous peoples self determination
territorial and cultural rights and is fundamental to their
realization this rights consistent version of fpic guarantees that the
responses to questions and challenges posed by the extractive industry
s increasingly pervasive reach will be provided by indigenous peoples
themselves the book will be of great interest and value to students
and researchers of public international law and indigenous peoples and



human rights

Natural Resources Law

2018-02-01

international law and institutions is a component of encyclopedia of
institutional and infrastructural resources in the global encyclopedia
of life support systems eolss which is an integrated compendium of
twenty one encyclopedias the main role of international law is to
promote global peace and prosperity ideally international law and its
accompanying institutions act as a balm to smoothen and rationalize
opposing interests that nations may have this theme on international
law and institutions addresses international legal and economic issues
globalization and the struggle for local control and international
environmental law which are then expanded into multiple subtopics each
as a chapter this volume is aimed at the following five major target
audiences university and college students educators professional
practitioners research personnel and policy analysts managers and
decision makers and ngos

Native American Natural Resources Law

2013

der band würdigt stephan hobe als herausragenden experten in
mannigfachen bereichen des internationalen rechts etwa im luftrecht
weltraumrecht investitionsrecht und internationalem wirtschaftsrecht
alle beiträge werfen den blick auf eine gewaltige menschheitsaufgabe
die immer knapper werdenden natürlichen ressourcen sie stammen von
langjährigen kolleginnen und freundinnen und decken alle relevanten
aspekte des internationalen rohstoffrechts ab mit beiträgen von prof
dr marc bungenberg prof dr manjiao chi prof dr hans georg dederer
barry de vries prof steven freeland prof dr michael lysander fremuth
prof dr jörn griebel assoc prof dr robert heinsch prof dr dr h c
stephan hobe prof dr charlotte kreuter kirchhof prof dr heike krieger
prof dr thilo marauhn prof dr irmgard marboe prof dr bimal n patel
jonas püschmann prof dr august reinisch prof dr nico schrijver prof dr
christian j tams und dr leopold von carlowitz

The Law and Management of Water Resources and
Supply

1981-01-01

originally published in 1987 this is a collection of articles on
transboundary resources law from the preface migratory transboundary
resources by their nature of being divided by political boundaries
raise unusual challenges to their prudent use and development and the
avoidance of disputes over their use one only has to recall examples s



Principles of Water Law and Administration

2019-05-03

this casebook is an authoritative introduction to the study of public
land and resources law case studies case notes and examples illustrate
points under consideration thought provoking questions generate
classroom discussion and hone students legal reasoning representative
topics include authority on public lands wildlife resource
preservation resource and history of public land law

Natural Resources and Sustainable Development

2017

the growing demand for natural resources has triggered a race to their
exploitation and possession especially in developing countries most
desired are water land forests raw materials oil gas mineral and
precious stones fisheries and genetic resources emerging economies
western states multinational corporations and international financial
institutions have become the biggest buyers in a race that on one hand
strengthens economies and creates investment opportunities and on the
other threatens local communities and environmental protection

Indian Law and Natural Resources

2017

environmental law has failed us all as ecosystems collapse across the
globe and the climate crisis intensifies environmental agencies
worldwide use their authority to permit the very harm that they are
supposed to prevent growing numbers of citizens now realize they must
act before it is too late this book exposes what is wrong with
environmental law and offers transformational change based on the
public trust doctrine an ancient and enduring principle the trust
doctrine asserts public property rights to crucial resources its core
logic compels government as trustee to protect natural inheritance
such as air and water for all humanity propelled by populist impulses
and democratic imperatives the public trust surfaces at epic times in
history as a manifest human right but until now it has lacked the
precision necessary for citizens government employees legislators and
judges to fully safeguard the natural resources we rely on for
survival and prosperity the nature s trust approach empowers citizens
worldwide to protect their inalienable ecological rights for
generations to come

Permanent Sovereignty over Natural Resources

2015-04-15

this book addresses the rights of indigenous peoples to marine space
and associated marine resources under international law examining the
rights of indigenous peoples relating to marine space and marine



resources both in international human rights law and the law of the
sea the book provides an in depth critical analysis of the existing
legal framework whilst identifying the gaps and possible further
mechanisms for recognizing the rights of indigenous peoples to marine
space the book addresses three main issues 1 the extent to which
international law recognizes and protects the rights of indigenous
peoples in relation to marine space and marine resources 2 if and how
the law of the sea and international human rights law pertaining to
the rights of indigenous peoples to marine space and marine resources
interact 3 whether and to what extent the law of the sea regime limits
the capacity of coastal states to recognize and implement the rights
of indigenous peoples relating to marine space and resources in
response and in a context where indigenous marine rights are under
increasing threat the book develops an important critical theoretical
and methodological approach which moves beyond the current doctrinal
focus of much existing work in this area the book will appeal to
academics researchers and practitioners in the areas of indigenous
peoples and the law international law the law of the sea and human
rights

Law of Water Rights and Resources

2019

law at work is an accessible text that allows any non lawyer to
understand the basic legal issues involved in human resources work the
text presents not just the fairly settled legal rules but it also
conveys the dynamic aspect of law the text addresses such questions as
will gig workers be protected as employees how do medical and
recreational marijuana laws affect workplace drug testing what
protection exists for transgender employees may an employer discharge
a worker for displaying offensive tattoos will comp time eventually
replace overtime pay the text covers employer responsibilities with
respect to immigration discrimination health and safety unionization
family and medical leaves privacy compensation and benefits among
other topics the chapters start with a set of try your hand questions
to engage the reader immediately and to entice curiosity about the
answers found in the pages that follow each chapter also contains one
or more problems illustrating the ambiguous nature of legal rules the
goal of these problems called developing your instincts is to allow
students to put into practice the material that they have learned and
to help students realize when they should exercise caution in
resolving human resources issues the text is suitable for human
resources classes at any level of higher education

Federal Public Land and Resources Law

1990-03-01

The Law and Governance of Water Resources

2009



Natural Resources, Energy, and Environmental
Law, 1989 the Year in Review

1990-01-01

Indigenous Peoples, Title to Territory, Rights
and Resources

2014-11-20

International Law and Institutions

2009-08-30

International Natural Resources Law

2018-11-30

International Resources Law

1991

Natural Resources and International Law –
Developments and Challenges

2021-12-14

Transboundary Resources Law

2020-09-30

Federal Public Land and Resources Law

2002

Water resources law

1950



Natural Resources Grabbing

2015-10-22

Nature's Trust

2013-09-30

Indigenous Peoples, Marine Space and Resources,
and International Law

2024-02-26

Law at Work

2018-07-27
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